
1. 	 Danced in closed dance position, 2. Danced in what has been called conclusion of a completed pattern. 
with the woman , on the left or right "Varsovienne position." b. Danced with or without the waltz 
side of her partner. Found in the a. Same as la. step. 
older forms. b. Same as lb. c. Wider range of tempo. A cowboy 
a. 	The number of times the long and c. Same as lc. variation of New Mexico is quite 

short phrases are repeated varies. 3. Newer inventions with a variety of fast and stamping is the rule. 
Dance progression is LOD, with starting positions, but usually em A number of versions are danced by 
no complicated patterns. Partners ploying the "Varsovienne position." our folk dance groups. The Varsovienne 
not exchanged. a. The number of long and short position is taken and the record used 

b. Danced with 	or without the waltz phrases varies, with a fairly com dictates the number of times the long 
step. plicated pattern, frequently using and short phrases are repeated, and 

c. 	 Dignified, smooth qua lit y of half turns, whole turns, and spins. whether or not the waltz is apart of the 
movement witp. medium to slow Partners may be exchanged dur dance. 
tempo. ing the dance pattern, or at the LUCILLE K. CZARNOWSKI 

Research Committee: Helen Perry, Carol Squires, 
Vernon Kellogg, Larry Miller 

PROGRESSIVE VARSOVIENNE 
(American) 

This is a version of a popular early American ballroom dance. The arrangement of the dance steps must 
be adjusted to fit the record being used. The following arrangement fits the Coast, Capital and Four Star 
records. 

MUSIC: 	 Records: Coast 225, Capital 4015, Four Star 1309, Victor 23-5144 or 23-0272. 
MacGregor 398 (4 long, 4 short phrases: dance F.ig. I, Fig. III). 

FORMATION: 	 Couples in a circle, Varsovienne position *, facing LOD. 

STEPS: 	 Varsovienne Step, Long Phrase and Short Phrase. * 

*Described in Folk Dances From Near and Far, Vol. VI or VII; Let's Dance! Vol. A. 

MUSIC 3/4 	 PATTERN 

Meas. 
I. Into the Center and Out 

1-4 	 Both starting L, move diagonally twd center of circle with 1 long phrase. (W finish 
on M L). 

5-8 	 Starting R, move diagonally out of circle with 1 long phrase. (Won M R). 

9-16 Repeat Fig. I, meas. 1-8. 

II. Four Short Phrase Steps 

1-2 	 Starting L, move diagonally fwd with 1 short phrase. (W move to M L). 

3-4 	 Starting R, move diagonally fwd with 1 short phrase. (W move to M R). 

5-8 	 Repeat Fig. II, meas. 1-4. 

III. Four Short Phrase Steps Progressing 

1-2 	 Release R hands, retaining hold with 1. W dances 1 short phrase step, making a 
half turn L and walking twd center on 3 walking steps, face partner on pOInt. M 
dances 1 short phrase step in place. 

3-4 	 W makes a half turn L under joined L hands, moving back to position on 3 walk
ing steps of 1 short phrase. M dances in place_ 

5-6 Repeat Fig. III, meas. 1-2_ 

7-8 W gives R hand to M in back of original partner and walks into Varsovienne po
sition with new partner, making a half turn L on 3 walking steps of short phrase. 

M moves slightly fwd on this step. 

Repeat entire dance as often as required to complete record. 

12 LET'S DANCE! 


